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They Vant to
Suck Your

Imagine this. It’s the dead of
night. The moon is bright. Trees
cast creepy shadows across your
room. A bat floats through your
open window. Before your very
eyes the bat changes into a person.
The person smiles, sharp fangs
gleaming in the moonlight.
Stop there before you wet your
pants. This is just an example of
a vampire encounter. But you
know from movies you could
meet a vampire at any time.
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Prepare Yourself
Vampires are dangerous creatures.
Stories say they are people who have
died. Then they come back to life. They
suck the blood of the living. So if
you have blood, you
need to know how
to outsmart vampires.
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Know Your

To outsmart vampires, you need to
know about them. People have told
vampire stories for hundreds of years.
Not all stories describe the creatures
the same way. But there are some signs
to look for.
Vampires only come out at night.
Daylight weakens or kills
them. Did you see a guy
sizzling in the sunlight?
It could have been
a vampire.
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